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Summary 
The study took 12-year-old content and optimized the page around the phrases “SEO traps” and 

“WP SEO Traps”. By reconstructing the content based on related topics (entities) and automating the 

injection of content schema and internal links from within the website, the page improved its 

visibility within days, to position 1 for the phrase “WP SEO Traps”. No external links were added to 

the site. 

 

About inLinks 
inLinks.net is a Freemium SEO technology which generates knowledge graphs for sets of web pages 

and uses a semantic or topic based approach (rather than a keyword based approach) to help 

increase visibility and engagement in the search results. The company is based in Cranfield 

University in England and Carros in France. The tool automates internal link graphs, content schema 

generation and on page content analysis. 

 

Methodology 
The following URL was originally written in 2007 and remained in the Internet over the 13 year 

interim. https://dixonjones.com/seo/seo-traps-in-wordpress/. A video was recorded showing where 

the phrase ranked for the phrases “WP SEO Traps” and the more generic phrase “SEO Traps”. The 

site was then analysed using the inLinks content analysis tool and the content was rewritten around 

the phrase “SEO Traps”. At the same time, the URL was associated with the concept of “Wordpress” 

and content schema created by inLinks was reviewed and amended on the video. The internal links 

generated were not reviewed. 

Six days later, the SERPs were revisited, again on Video, to record visible changes to the SERPs. 

The changes in the SERPs were also confirmed by SEMRush’s rank analysis system. 

Results after 6 days: 
 The page moved from position 90 to position 12 for the phrase “SEO Traps” 

 The page moved from position 9 to position 1 for the phrase “WP SEO Traps” 

The video initially showed slightly worse results, which were corrected the same day by observers 

noting that anonymized views showed stronger results. 

Observations and further opportunities 
It was noted that the phrase “WP SEO Traps” is not especially in demand as a search phrase and that 

in a real world, a more competitive phrase might yield more traffic. 

The content was not edited to 100% of the recommendations from the inLinks content analyzer, but 

was simply improved to a reasonable standard. Further optimization remains possible. 

Further success might be achieved by reviewing the internal links generated by inLinks to the page 

and by ensuring these referring pages are also re-indexed by Google. 
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